SPLI ElesS

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
RETREAD

RINGTREAD is the only retreading system offering a
circular, double-countured and spliceless profile: the
retreaded tyres manufactured using this technology
are completely different from any others and are able
to match or even exceed the performance and reliability of new high quality tyres.

INCREASED
RELIABILITY
AT THE TOP IN TERMS OF SAFETY AND
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Improved performances in all road conditions, more kilometers and greater comfort tread ensures lower tyre
overheating, proving real advantages in terms of reliability and safety. The spliceless retreading process
eliminates any weak point of the tyre and the vehicle
downtime. The RINGTREAD System only is able to ensure maximum safety at the highest levels.

MORE FOR LESS
LOWER INITIAL COST,
LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION
Having the same safety and reliability of a high quality
new tyre, RINGTREAD allows you to save money. If your
fleet needs a replacement tyre, RINGTREAD has a lower purchase cost. If you want to give the best value
to your retreadable casing, RINGTREAD grants you the
best advantage between cost and benefit.
Thanks to its natural circular double-counted shape,
the absence of splice, and the use of high technology
compounds, RINGTREAD retreads ensure low rolling
resistance, which results in lower fuel consumption.

MORE KILOMETERS
IMPROVED PERFORMANCES IN ALL
ROAD CONDITIONS, MORE KILOMETERS
AND GREATER COMFORT
RINGTREADs are produced in radial steel molds like
new tyres, thereby guaranteeing the perfect definition
of grooves and sipes without any deformation of the
pattern during application.
In fact, the RINGTREAD retreaded tyre fully maintains
its characteristics in terms of performance, leading to
slow and regular wear. RINGTREAD compounds are
specifically formulated to get the best mileage on all
road surfaces, ensuring a longer life of the tread. In addition, the absence of splice ensures perfect balance
and thus maximum driving comfort.

MORE GRIP
BETTER PERFORMANCE, MAXIMUM
GRIP IN ALL ROAD CONDITIONS
The absence of deformation of the RINGTREAD pattern and the compounds specifically formulated for
high mileage performance make RINGTREAD retreads
more resistant on all road surfaces, resulting in an increased life.
The spliceless double-countured circular shape of the
ring gives the tyre outstanding traction and grip even on
the most difficult surfaces. Additionally, all RINGTREAD
winter patterns use compounds specifically developed
for optimal grip even at low temperatures and under
extreme conditions.

MORE OPTIONS
A SOLUTION FOR EVERY NEED
Different types of applications require specific performance criteria in terms of mileage, grip, rolling resistance, noise, and driving comfort. In order to meet all
possible requirements, the RINGTREAD range includes
more than 40 tread patterns, each one available in different sizes for specific applications.
A range of products for every axle and any road: from
international to regional and local transport vehicles,
from quarry/construction and special transport to light
transport vehicles, that is, a full range of top quality
products unmatched even by the best manufacturers
of new tyres.

MORE SERVICE
OUR SERVICE AND QUALITY, AVAILABLE
WORLDWIDE
To ensure the same quality standards worldwide,
RINGTREAD retreads are only distributed within the
RingNet network. Only the best retreaders, with specific quality certification and able to guarantee Marangoni’s quality standards, are part of the RingNet network.
This is why every RINGTREAD tyre is always perfectly
retreaded and safe.
The RingNet also includes all the authorized RINGTREAD dealers, skilled professionals that are able to provide advice and support to entire fleets and carriers.
With more than 10,000 RINGTREAD retreaders and
dealers, Marangoni’s reach extends around the world.
Furthermore, RINGTREAD customers benefit from
special assistance programs for their fleets, such as
Ring24, a 24/7 roadside assistance service available in
case of tyre failure across Europe.

RINGTREAD
- SPLICELESS -

VS FLAT TREAD
- SPLICED -

RINGTREAD offers superior performances with the same pattern, compound and application

Up to

+25%
Mileage

-10%

Rolling resistance

RELIABILITY

No risk of tread separation and open splice

MAXIMUM SAFETY

RINGTREAD TESTIMONIALS

“We’ve tried other treads from other manufacturers, but the Marangoni
tread is the best on the market. The rate of wear of the tyre is always
excellent, as is the traction.”
- Nic Evers -

Operation Director at Salford Van Hire - Manchester

Salford Van Hire run a vast fleet of about 6,000 vehicles and they’ve been using RINGTREAD RD-HMe
for many years.
Mr. Evers declared: “The RINGTREAD type of tread suites all our purposes - bearing in mind we are a
hire fleet. Many of our vehicles go out to third party logistics companies, and RINGTREAD has proved
ideal for urban, inter-urban and long distance use. The RINGTREAD SYSTEM suites our services - the
beauty is it goes on our own casings, and our own casings are high quality.”

REGIONAL

“We’re extremely satisfied with the results achieved: high mileage,
optimum traction in different weather conditions, reduced costs and
only one tyre change a year”
- Stefano Rutilli -

Company fleet manager at Rutilli trasporti - Mantova

At the beginning of winter 2013-2014, he tried RINGTREAD Blackline RDG101.
Mr. Rutilli explained: “We were looking for tyres that had a competitive mileage cost throughout the
year, in all seasons and in the different regions we serve. Marangoni proposed the RINGTREAD
Blackline RDG101 retreads. We were amazed by the mileage per millimetre: incredibly high! On average around 9,100 km/mm, with peaks of over 12,000 km/mm. Not bad at all for a tyre whose grip rivals
that of a pure winter pattern.”

LONG HAUL

“As well the reinforced sidewall as the general performance of the retreaded tyres are very satisfactory”
- Dietmar Schneider -

Team Manager technical service of ESWE Verkehr - Wiesbaden

Since autumn 2012 the ESWE has used the retreaded bus tyres RINGTREAD BUS100 with clear improvements on performances:
PERFORMANCE CITY BUSES

85.000-88.000 km

PERFORMANCE ARTICULATED BUSES

+ 33% *

56.000 - 58.000 km

+ 21% *

*Compared with the previous retread

URBAN

“A demanding test, successfully concluded. Exceptional traction, grip
and working life”

- Francesco Zizzania -

Fleet’s service team manager at Gruppo Torinese Trasporti - Torino

Gruppo Torinese Trasporti uses RINGTREAD Blackline Bus400 with clear improvements on performances:

3.500km

+500km

PER MILLIMETER
OF WEAR

COMPARED WITH THE
PREVIOUS RETREAD

URBAN
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